
5.1 Directed Acyclic Graphs

Directed acyclic graphs, or DAGs are acyclic directed graphs where vertices can be
ordered in such at way that no vertex has an edge that points to a vertex earlier in
the order. This also implies that the adjacency matrix has only zeros on and below the
diagonal. This is a strictly upper triangular matrix. Arranging vertices in such a way
is referred to in computer science as topological sorting. We can use depth-first search
to easily create such an ordering. Note the similarity of the algorithm to the algorithms
in previous notes for connectivity. Also note: Tarjan originally published this algorithm.

procedure DFSTopoSort(Graph G)
for all v ∈ V (G) do

mark(v)← −1 . All vertices unmarked initially

L← ∅ . Sorted list, initially empty
for all v ∈ V (G) do

if mark(v)= −1 then
visit(v)

return L

procedure visit(v)
if mark(v)= 0 then . Temp mark, already visited on this current traversal

throw ERROR . Not a DAG, can’t topo sort

if mark(v)= −1 then . Unmarked
mark(v)← 0 . Give temp mark
for all u ∈ N+(v) do

visit(u)

mark(v)← 1 . Final mark
L← v + L . Add v to head of L

return

Similarly, we can consider the SCCs of a graph each as single vertices, and create a DAG
based on the directed relations between each SCC. We can then order vertices such that
all vertices in an SCC are listed together and the SCCs are ordered such that each SCC
only points to SCCs with a later ordering. The structure of the adjacency matrix that
results from such an ordering is called block triangular.

5.2 Trees

A graph with no cycle is acyclic. A forest is an acyclic graph. A tree is a connected
undirected acyclic graph. If the underlying graph of a DAG is a tree, then the graph is
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a polytree. A leaf is a vertex of degree one. Every tree with at least two vertices has
at least two leaves. A spanning subgraph of G is a subgraph that contains all vertices.
A spanning tree is a spanning subgraph that is a tree. All graphs contain at least one
spanning tree.

Necessary properties of a tree T :

1. T is connected

2. T is acyclic

3. T has n− 1 edges

4. T has a single u, v-path ∀u, v ∈ V (T )

5. Any edge in T is a cut edge

6. Adding any edge to a tree creates a cycle

Which of these properties are also sufficient?

Generally, because any possible tree can be constructed by iteratively adding vertices and
edges to the simplest possible tree (single vertex/single edge), we can often use ordinary
(instead of strong) induction in proofs on trees.

Prove using ordinary induction on the number edges m of a tree T : Between any two
u, v ∈ V (T ), there exists only a single unique u, v-path.

5.3 Distances

The distance between a u and v in G written as d(u, v) is the length of the shortest u, v-
path. Remember that the diameter of a graph is maxu,v∈V (G)d(u, v), or the maximum
d(u, v) among all possible u, v pairs. The eccentricity of a vertex ε(u) is maxv∈V (G)d(u, v),
or maximum u, v path from that u. The radius of a graph is the minimum eccentricity
of any vertex, or minv∈V (G)d(u, v). The center of a graph is the subgraph induced by the
vertices of minimum eccentricity.

5.4 Enumeration

Cayley’s Formula states that with a vertex set of size n there are nn−2 possible trees.
What this means is that there is nn−2 ways to form a list of length n − 2 with entries
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created from a given vertex set. A list for a specific tree is its Prüfer code. For a given
tree T with some logical ordering of vertex identifiers, we can create its Prüfer code by
first deleting the lowest value leaf and outputting that leaf’s neighbor as a value in our
code. We can also use a given vertex set S and a Prüfer code to recreate T . See the
proof in the book that for a set S ∈ N of size n, there are nn−2 trees with vertex set S.

Below are the algorithms for creating a Prüfer code from T and recreating T from a
Prüfer code.

procedure createPrufer(Tree T with vertex set S)
a← ∅ . Initialize Prüfer code to null
for i = 1 . . . (n− 2) do

l← least remaining leaf in T
T ← (T − l)
ai ← remaining neighbor of l in T

return a

procedure recreateTree(Prüfer code a created with vertex set S)
V (T )← S . Tree has vertex set S
E(T )← ∅ . Initialize tree edges as empty
initialize all vertices in S as unmarked
for i = 1 . . . (n− 2) do

x← least unmarked vertex in S not in ai...(n−2)
mark x in S
E(T )← (x, ai)

x, y ← remaining unmarked vertices in S
E(T )← (x, y)
return T

How many different ways can we create a graph given a vertex set of size n? Cayley’s
Formula states that with a vertex set of n there are nn−2 possible trees. Another way to
think about it: the number of possible trees is the number of spanning trees of complete
graph. So how do we compute the number of spanning trees of a general graph?

We can use a simple recurrence relation to do so. The number of possible spanning trees
in a graph τ(G) is equal to the sum of the number of spanning trees of the graph with
an edge removed τ(G − e) plus the the number of spanning trees of the graph with an
edge contracted τ(G · e). An edge contraction involves combining the endpoints u, v
of a given edge e into a single vertex, such that the new vertex has incident edges of all
original edges of both u and v except for e.
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